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?????????(fully nonlinear kinetic and 
dynamic free surface boundary conditions)????
?????(exact body boundary condition)???
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φ   (on Sf)        (3.2) 
















????      Ld = ld(Dm)α                                              (3.3) 
???ld ???????????????? 
Dm  ???/????(mesh/panel size)??
????????????????
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? 4.4  ?????????????? 
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????????? Fn = 0.25 , ?? 0.42 ???
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4-2. Series60?? 

























? 4.6  Series60?? 
4-2-1 ??????? 
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4.8 ??? Fn=0.25?t=10~30 ????????
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Fn=0.25?t=10.0 
  








? 4.10  ??????????????????
Fn=0.42?t=30.0 
? 4.11 DELTA Method ? Panel Method(??
?,1998) ????? (Fn=0.2) 
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